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SILVRU CITY, N. M., WEDNESDAY,

FEP.IU'AUY 27,

the structure as it appeared on January
Photographer Miller took the
picture from which the cut was made.
An Institution of Which Silver City is
The corner stone of the building was
Justly Proud.
laid September 141 li with impressive
Masonic ceremonies and in the presence
TroKra-HWilled Huh Keen Mul in Six
of
fully two thousand people. A special
Mmillix Since the Opening of
train, chartered by McGrorty commandSchool.
er)', of Peining, brought up a large numTwo years ago tins territorial
ber of people from that place to assist in
pawed tin net authorizing Ilie es the ceremonies. The oration of the day
tablishment of two
territorial normal

THE NORMAL SCHOOL.

ÜOth when

5 CENTS

llwir. It is picturesquely
among the hills, af-

situated

at Silwr City
and the other to he
located at Las Ve-

...

gas. No appropriation was made out of

the territorial funds,
hut provision was
made for the levy of
a lax on all properly,
subject to taxation,
in lit territory, the

ford i ng from its
windows a splendid
panoramic view of
the su r ron n d i ng
mountains.
The board of regents consists of the
following members:
J. W. Fleming, president; (ieorge W.

I
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proceeds of wh ich
were made available

Miles,

after t he li rst of
January of last year.

for the

-

1 1

ff

secretary

;

Horace J. boom i s ,
V. (i. KitchandW.
C. Iladley. These
gentlemen determined to push the
construction of the
building with as little delay as possible,
and it is owing to
their harmony and
enterprise that the
ground was secured
and the building
well under way long
ltcfore anything deli-niwas accomplished by the Ixiard
of regents of the sister normal sclnol to
he established at Las

re-

school here took
steps at an early day
to secure the necessary tract of land on
which to erect a
suitable building for
the normal school.
The town council
of this city donated
a tract of laud consisting of t w e n t y

i

te

acres within Ihecity
limits of this city as
a site for the normal
school hiiildii g anil
the gift was thank- fully accepted by the
Xo time was lost in
board of regents.
prepared for the
plans
having suitable
structure. These were com pleled early
last summer ami the board of regents
called for bids for I he const met ion of the
l,;i.lim, Tin. nmilniet. was el to Lttiz-- ,
... x- lir.ilu. nf iliix eiiv. for the erec-- 1
tion of the building and the completion
Work w as
of the lower slorv for 10,800.
tin1 fonn- on
August
last
in
commenced
dalion and the accompanying cut shows
'

-

PRICE

be done with the money provided by the
last legislature, and it was for this reason that an additional nmountwas asked
of the legislature this year.
The contractors are deserving of a
great deal of praise on account of the
mannei in which the work has been
done. The building, when completed,
will accommodate a large mimler of pupils, there leing three rooms on the
lower lloor and one large room, one
small one and a large
hall on the second

schools, one to he

The Itoard of
gents which was

11ÍÍI5.

j

'

v

;

Vegas.
ot only was tins
was delivered by Hon. II. IÍ. Fergusson, done, but teachers were engaged and the
of Albuquerque, ami the corner stone work of education was commenced, in n
was laid by J. J. Kelly, of this eity, act- - temporary building provided by tbe
ing deputy grand master of Masons of board, under the able management oi
Prof, (ieorge Sel by, as principal, and
New Mexico.
1 lie bllllillULT IS Still 111
1111
1111 mis led
Trot. James A. 1,0111' 118 assisiani. 1101,
state, little liaviinr lteen done to the inte- - Selhv is a finished scholar who has dc
rior except to lay the lloors. The walls voted his time and energies to education,
are still to lie plastered and (he wood lie is known anil recognized among the
work in the interior yet remains to lie educators of the territory as lieuig in the
done. Only a portion of this work can front rank among the teachers of the
-

'

j
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southwest. He was president of the
Educational Association of New Mexico
last year and his address before t lie association meeting at Albuquerque last
December was one of which any college
professor might well he proud. He luu

M
w
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Alexander, Winnie Powell, Harriet I. Mexico is of more importance than the
Whitehill, Addie Clayton, Ollie While-hil- l, normal school. It is so closely connectMamie Higgs, Alice P.ailey, Pearl ed with the best interests of the people
Dot son, Lida Mcintosh, Ida Cain, Mary that all should lie interested in its sucI'.ell,
Ella Woodward, Bella (iaddis, cess. The work done in such an instiJosie Whitehill, Isabcle Eckles, lielle tution is not in itself merely local, as it
Hall, Zona Col ins, CharlesOlt, Eugene reaches out in every direct ion, sending
Warren, Charles I!. Morrill, Willie Riv- trained teachers into the held of educaers, Frank (i. Jones, Earnest Mcintosh, tional labor, thus elevat ing I lie standard
Hubert Bell, Simon II. Casey, Paul of education and beneliUing every town
I'rahm, Celso C. Ordonez.
and hamlet in the territory.
Since the opening day when there was
Within tlie past few years great proan attendance of INS pupils the following gress has been made in the perfection of
new pupils have been enrolled:
the school system of New Mexico and
Joanna Warren, Cora Fleming, Ida the latest, but. by no means the least,
Moss, Miltie Franks, Mabel Upton, addition is the normal schools for tlie
Ceusiu Upton, Lucy Cox, Minnie
r,
Under
proper preparation of teachers.
Mary lireus.'h, P.etsy Chamberthe existing laws the revenue raised in
lain, Lizzie Swan, Sallie Murphy, Mattie this territory for the support of the comJohnson, Esther Abraham, Rosa Mun-Ho- mon schools is proportionately as great
Lulu Moore, Em inn Marble, Ella as it is in most of the states in the east,
Marble, P.essie Hood,
Ella Clayton,
Mamie Hose, Mildred P.rahiu, Virginia,
Hughes, May Liggs, William
Jones,
Percy Lucas, Max Miller, Aniandiis,
Kehn, Louis Coe, Cornelius Whitehill,
Wayne Whitehill, Leo Ro.'enfelt, May-nar- d
:-ySorter.', Edward Sowers, Waller
.
é
Clayton, Clarence liayne, Dolph Heading,
If if
making a tolal of 7:5 pupils enrolled to
date.
At I he end of this week the school
i
will have lieeii iu session six months
and it will he seen that the attendance
in that time has inore than doubled.
' -Nothing more favorable to the school
could be said lb. in this.
Tlie branches taught by the limited
numlicr of teachers are suchas to relied
the highest credit upon the management,
of tlie school. So exhaustive is tlie academic course laid down and fully carried
out that students have no dilliculty, not
only in preparing themselves for teaching, hut also in qualifying themselves
for admission to any of our best colleges HON. ,1. W. KI.KMINO. IMIKSI DF.NT IIOAItl) Ol'' It K
or universities, and some ol tliein are
tlKNl'S.
actually engaged in making such
ellicient
but without
teachers it is
Heid-linge-

-

-
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I

KEHIÍl'ARV 27. lltüo.
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liF.OIKIK SKI.IIY, lMtlNCII'AI..

grown gray in school work and the benefits of his ripe experience are already

apparent in the almost phenomena! success of the school.
Prof. Long is a young man of liberal
education and is well fitted for the position which lie occupies in t lit school,
lie has had experience enough as a
teacher to enable him to know what are
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to have good schools.- School
Prof. Sel by early intimated that one money spent in the payment of poor
of the best requirements for successful teachers is little better than wasted and
teaching is through scholarship, and so this fact was realized by the nicmliers of
tthlv has he been seconded in his efforts the last legislature when they passed the
in this direction by his pupils that the bill authorizing the establishment of the
amount of work already accomplished norma! schools of New Mexico.
by them is highly comiiujnduhle and, in
Although but one of these schools is
some instances, extraordinary.
in operat ion, the wisdom of the legislaThere are largo classes in higher tors in providing for schools of this kind
nial hematics, history, grammar, geograis already apparent in the number of
phy, rhetoric and the natural sciences, young men and women who have availed
lHOK. JAMKS A. I.ONU. ASSISTANT,
and already a class of over 20 pupils is themselves of the opportunity of prefor n successful teacher engaged in the translation of
requisites
tlie
paring themselves properly for the work
and how they ought to be prepared for Commentaries; the students displaying of educating the youth of the territory.
marked proficiency in their work.
the work.
The rooms at present occupied are
Tlie normal school was opened on the
There is perfect harmony between the crowded to their utmost capacity and a
3rd of September with the following teachers and pupils as well as between nunilier of applicants for admission have
the pupils themselves, so that it is safe Ik'cii refused for the reason that there is
pupils in attendance
.Mamie Ilolson, May 1?. Shelly, Maude to say that no educational institution in no room for them.
Knuckey, Florence Watson, Edith M. New Mexico can Iwast of better work or
It is expected that the next term will
Casey, Ludisa Moore, Florence Laizure, brighter irospects of success.
o'x'ii with not less than 150 pupils in atNo educational institution
Essie Abraham, Louisa Hal1, Elnora
in New tendance, the majority of whom will
Ca-sar'- s
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preparo

of

territory.

school district of Silver City there has
scarcely been a year that a special tax
has not heen voted to maintain the
school. It is in such a community as
this that the normal school has been
successfully started and it is needless to
add that it will not suffer for want of
supporters and friends in this part of

themselves for teaching in the
TIiíh increase in attendance
will necessitate the employment of one
or inore additional teachers and will
make the territorial normal school here
one of the most important educational
institutions in New Mexico.
The selection of Sil ver City as the location for one of the normal schools was

the act creating the independent

The Pacific mill here, which was
closed down for a few days on account of
the bad roads which made it impossible
to haul ore, is again running on full
time.

the territory.
The completion of the normal school
building, at an early day, is assured.
There yet remains some of the fund ap
propriated by the last legislature, and
this amount will go toward pacing for
the completion of the building. The
$10,000 in bonds voted by the council
last Saturday afternoon will not, in all
probability, liecome available until the
next session of congress as that body adjourns this week and will not have time
to act on the bond matter, and the lioiids
cannot be issued without the sanction of
congress.
made, however,
Arrangements may
for the work to be' done before the meeting of congress as there is no doubt
whatever in regard to the action of that
1
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a very fortunate one. This place has al-- !
v ays Ihvii noted for its liberal support
l'.cfore New Mexico boasted
of schools,
of a school law, the people of this city
secured he passage of a bill through the

.
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legislature creating

independent

the

school dist rict of Silver City and the district existed as an independent district
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;
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Now is the time to plant trees. There
has been no more favorable season for
this purpose for years. The ground is
thoroughly moistened and newly planted
trees will take root readily.
The roail to Mogollón might be shortened by a couple of miles by making a
road which would follow the course of
the telephone line. Most of the work
would have to be done within a mile or
so of this city. The traille between this
city and the Mogollóos will justify the
expenditure of a considerable sum of
money in improving the road and building a bridge across the Gila.
The recent cold wave which swept
over the territory demonstrated that the
climate of Silver City is the finest in the
territory. At Las Vegas the thermometer registered 25 lelow zero, at
the temperature was 11 lielow,
at Santa Ke it was 15 below, while here
it was only 2 below and it must be remembered that these ligures are the
lowest reached in any of the places
named during a period of more than ten
years.
The Mogollón mail route is a more
important one than many people sup- .
i
i
.11
.wogonou
pose, une day lasi wccki.ime it
which
of
450
down
letters
brought
stage
number : were for Silver City. The
same mail brought 8 registered letters
for Silver City and K! for points beyond
this place. The number of pieces of mail
matter brought in by the Mogollón stage
is constantly increasing and the necessity
for a daily mail is getting tobe more and
more apparent.
Albu-queri-

ie

Fargo's $2.50

to the matter. The
school will be enabled to largely increase
its sphere of usefulness during the next
two years as there will Ik- a larger fund
available for expenses next year; the
legislature having provided for a levy of
one-lif- t
h of a mill on all taxable projtcr-t- y
in the territory for the normal school
This will provide double the
here.
amount al present received by the re
gents for the school. One and perhaps
two additional teachers can be employed
and an attendance of 150 pupils can
for by the board of regents
at the U'ginning of next fall term.
IkkIv in reference

-
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The warm days last week were a great
contrast to the friirid weather of the
CONTUACTOU

VM.

l.AlntK.

until after the passage of a general
school law only a few years since.
The building which still serves asaeity
school building was erected by the taxpayers of this independent district and
was the first brick school building erected in New Mexico. Since the passage

week before.
S. II. McAninch and George Dell went
out to the Gila last Thursday morning
on a duck hunt.

The water company people have been
kept busy since the cold weather two
weeks ago repairing bursted water
lipes.

...Shoes...
C. H. FAR30 4 CO. mro.
MARKET

For Sale
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Rev. Edward S. Cross was at Deming
Prof.Linderman, a mining expert from
last Sunday where he held Episcopal Colorado, arrived in the city last Snnday
services.
and went out to Hanover.
Mention of People You Do and Do
Joseph Schlosser, one of the old resiS. F. Woolard, a Wichita insurance
Not Know.
dents of Georgetown, was in the city agent who formerly resided at Las Cruces,
this week.
was in the city last week on business.
Other Interextiiifr Mutter Which Cnn lie
Bring your job work to The Eacii.e ofBarney O'Hara, who left here some
Read With Troflt By All Our
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and time ago for Springfield, 0., has gone to
Townnieo)lo.
at reasonable rates.
New York where he expects to remain.
John Farnsworth, who was injured in
W II. Jack went to Santa Fe last FriDr. C. T. Phillips was at Georgetown a railroad accident some time ago, came
day to attend a meeting' of the cattle
in on Sunday's train.
last week.
sanitary board held there on Saturday.
Subscribers to The Eaolk can get the He was elected president of the board.
New goods just received at Robinworld Almanac Iree by paying a year s
son's.
For Sule Hunch.
subscription in advance. Read the ad
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
J. C. Berry was over from Georgetown vertisement on another
page.
record,50 acres tillable, 20 under cultivaInst Monday.
Dr. Kimball, formerly of this place tion, well water, houses and corral and
K you want a Parlor stove go to Rob- but who
has been at Mogollón for some all but 5 acres under fence. Good govinson's.
ernment land on three sides. Price
time, returned last week.
$(i00. Inquire at Eagle office.
S. M. Ashenfelter was up from
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the BroadSulmcrlutlon Trico
I'lihlixherH
KcKiilnr
week.
way Hotel dining room where the liest on Leading Dailies are as follows per
20
Fresh candies every day at Martin meals in the city can be had.
month :
Maher's.
85c.
L. A. Skelly went to Santa Fe yester- St. Louis Daily Globe Democrat
6óe.
Col. Bennett, of Mogollón, was in the day. He will remain there until the St. Louis Daily Republic
40c.
St. Louis Daily Post Dispatch
city last week.
end of this session of the legislature.
t"e.
San Francisco Daily Chronicle
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
ttfe.
Send in your subscription to The San Francisco Daily Examiner
85e.
Robinson's.
Eaoi.b and get the World Almanac free. Los Angeles Daily Times
Aliove prices on leading dailies cannot
C. J. Price was over from Kingston See our offer on another page.
l.r. iiKn.l.wl ovwl tim nnn ltinilr Allf all Ml- isses Nina and Annie Clark, who are ,.nBt(ln on sni)S(.rinti)n8 t0 weeklies.
last week on business.
Rest Kansas patent flour for sale at attending school at the convent here, periodicals and magazines. Nola.n's,
Opposite Postoflice.
went to Deming last week to celebrate
Martin Maher's.
Washington's
birthday
at
home.
C. F. Grayson, went up to Santa Fe
riant Out Fruit Trees.
We can give you inside prices on all
I am making arrangements to run a
yesterday on business.
publications. Call anil leave your sub first class stock of all the leading varieFine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery scriptions. Nolans, opposite postoflice. ties of fruit trees adapted to this country
at St. George Robinson's.
and aim to keep nothing but the finest
Richard Hudson, who was appointed of trees. All who are going to plant
0. P. CullH'rtson was in ton n yester- a niemlier of
the penitentiary lioard last trees this spring will find it to their adday from the II. W. ranch.
week to succeed II. II. Betts, will be vantage to send me their orders, as I
B. F. Gooch was in from his ranch on home the last of this week.
will furnish everything wanted in the
tree line at reasonable prices.
the Mimbres Inst Thursday.
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the
I believe the people have hail enough
Don't read vour ncighlwr's paper but most economical Heating Stove manu- of tree peddlers, so patronize a home
subscrilie for The Eaoi.e.
factured, can lie found only nt Neff's. nursery. Send in your bills of wants nt
Ci.auk Roixieiis,
once. "Address
Miss Elnora Alexander returned from Cull and see them.
Silver City, N. M.
L. W. Lenoir, clerk of the court of 2ütf.
a visit to Hudson Inst Sunday.
this
is
, was here last week.
district
He
Krttes
to 1'hoenlx.
Ketluccil
Go' to the Broadwny Hotel for menls.
11th the Atchison,
lOlh
On
for
and
an
March
applicant
not
appointment
under
licst
is
in
place
20
the
the city.
It
Tojx'ka and Santa Fe railroad will sell
Judge
Buntz.
Henry Essinger, of Las Vegas, was in
Arizona, at
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a roundof trip tickets to Pluenix,
will lie limited to
the city this week on business.
Tickets
rate
$29.00.
variety
of Plain and Ornamental
large
of five
Deputy Sheriff McAfee was nt Deming Lumps, at lower prices than can lie March ülst with a transit limitprivileges
davs each direction. Stop over
found elsewhere, at Neff's.
last Sunday on oflicial business.
will lie allowed at any intermediate
D. C. Hobart has leen keeping pretty point, within limit of tickets.
Buy your dailies, weeklies, periodicals
This rate is made for persons wishing
nnd magazines at Nolan's News Depot. close track of the nienilicrs of the legisto attend the celebration of the opening
session.
lature
in
this
He
has
leen
Allan II. Macdonnld, of the Sentinel,
of the Santa Fe, Pluenix nnd Present t.
almost constant attendance since the
is taking in the sights at El Paso.
railway to lie held at Pluenix March 11th,
opening of the session last December.
12th and lüth or the seventh biennial
Mrs. Israel King came up from Dem
I hnve the exclusive sale of George session of the Grand Lodge of Colorado,
ing Inst Sunday afternoon on a visit.
Kindel's Comforters, e(unl to Down une New Mexico and Arizona to be held at
Herliert Martyr, who is putting in his at one half the cost. Size six by seven Pluenix commencing March 12th.
reduced to If.'l each for a
J. H. MeixiE,
time mining, was in the city last week feet. Priceonly.
short time
Agent.
O.C.Hin.max.
Judge T. J. Clark was in from theGiln
Tuns. F, Conway, Vice Pres.
J. W. Caktek, Cashier.
last Monday taking in the sights of the John Bhockman, Pres.
city.
3539.
The Eaoi.e n year and the World Almanac for $2. Send in your subscriptions.
Mrs. S. II. McAninch went down to
Hudson Inst Thursday for a few days'
SILVER CITY, N. M.
visit.
CAPITAL
$50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
is
Tlioinas Foster in Santa Fe and will
Allanten inn de on (inhl uml Silver Bullion.
remain there until the legislature

PERSONAL PALAVER.

Dem-ingtli-

is

28-t- f.

The Silver City National Bank,

DEPOSITS

SOLICITED.

EXCHANGE

FOR SALE.
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Stock to the store next
door to the Silver City
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w OLD CUSTOMERS

the PUBLIC GENERALLY to

call and convince themselves that
this will he the hest place in
Grant County to purchase goods.
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anything come of the proposed investi- last week to pass a bill repealing the
gation the people of the territory may law which exempts irrigation companies
have the satisfaction of knowing how from the payment of taxes for a period of
The New Mexico Legislature About much money the members of
the legis- six years from construction on irrigating
Ready to Adjourn.
lature received for passing the bill and ditches and other improvements. Tho
who the thrifty ones were that profited law exempting this class of improve
Many of the Leglfllatorg Like Members of by the
transaction.
ments was passed in order to encourage
Former LeglHlatureg Have an Eye
Unless
the
compel
territory
can
the
capital to come into the territory for the
to the Main Chance.
bondsmen of the bank to pay the amount purpose of reclaiming large tracts of
As the time for the adjournment of the due, there is little prospect that the ter- arid land which otherwise would remain
territorial legislature draws near the feel- ritory will ever bo reimbursed for the comparatively worthless and would yield
ing of uneasiness on the part of those funds which were on deposit in the bank little or no revenue to the territory.
who desire to secure legislation at the at the time of the failure, as the assets Since this law was passed hundreds of
hands of the territorial legislators is in- of the bank are not sufficient to pay the thousands of dollars have been invested
tensified. Although it is more than like- depositors in full.
in irrigation enterprises in tho territory
ly that a largo numter of bills will be
It is more than hinted that some of and large tracts of land have been rerushed through the legislature during the members of the present legislature claimed and placed under cultivation.
the closing hours of the session, there are not in Santa Fe mainly for their The first year that these companies pay
will probably be a good many which health, but that they are continually on taxes the territory will receive more
will remain unacted upon when the the lookout for an opportunity to turn a than it would have received in the entime conies for the final adjournment of penny, honestly or otherwise. The Flo' tire six years had the land remained
the legislature.
rida county people have contributed
Quite a ripple of excitement was caused liberally to the fund for the amelioration
The bill to repeal the law exempting
in the house last week on the introduc of the condition of some of the legislators irrigation companies from taxation was
tion of a joint resolution providing for and the Summit county people have introduced in the house by Miguel Marthe appointment of a committee of three been pretty literal. Many of the county tinez and was actively supported by AV.
to investigate the manner in which the officials of the territory have subscribed E. Martin, of Socorro, who has teen one
Albuquerque National bank was estab- to the fund for the enrichment of the leg of the most active members in trying to
lished and designated as the territorial islators and have been in attendance provide for the pay of the army of indepository, and how much money is due most of the time to see that the law ma competent and unnecessary employes
the territory from the Albuquerque Na- kers did not fail to perform their part of who have teen trying to fill their pock
tional bank and the Albuquerque Sav the bargain. Those of the legislators ets out of the territorial treasury.
ings bank and such other banks as now who are in Santa Fe for revenue only
After there had teen considerable de
hold territorial funds. At the time of have fared pretty well this session in bate upon the question, Representative
tlie failure of the Albuquerque National i spite of the hard times Several bills Carr, of Grant, who is in favor of the de
bank there was a large sum of money nave ueen passed wnicii liad to te as velopment of the territory and inducing
belonging to the territory on deposit in sisted through the legislature by the lib capital to come here, moved the indefi
that institution and since the failure it eral use of money and others have failed nite postponement of tho bill. The voto
has been openly charged that thousands after considerable cash had been put up on Mr. Carr's motion resulted 16 in
of dollars were expended on behalf of by the friends of tho measures. Tho favor and 8 against tho postponement of
the bank which was then in embarrassed proportion of legislators in this legisla the bill.
circumstances to secure the passage of ture who can be tenght is no greater
The bill providing for the publication
the bill providing for the deposit of the than in previous legislatures for years of tho New Mexico reports by the Ban
territorial funds in that institution. past, but there are enough of them tore- - croftWhitney company has passed
Some of the members of the legislature quire a comfortable corruption fund to teth houses. Vol nine 3 of these rcircrts
knew nothing of the fact that their fellow keep things moving.
has already teem published by this commemters had been bribed to vote for the
A bill prohibiting the issuing of amen
pany and has been adopted by the legisbill, but it is not denied now that the ded certficates of election has passed boil lature. The clerk of the supreme court
passage of the bill was secured by the nouses, me passage oi tins Dill was of the territory is to furnish copies of tho
literal use of money and in the hope prompted by the action of several of the decisions of tho supremo court of the
that the use of the territorial funds boards of county commissioners in the territory to the company and the terriwould help the bank out of its embar- territory last fall. The boards in several tory is to purchase 300 copies of each
rassed position and it might have done of tho counties issued certificates to cer volume at $3 per- volume. The Banso if it had not teen for the passage of a tain persons when the votes were olli croft Whitney company is to keep on
clause providing that any bank in the cially counted and subsequently, on ac hand and furnish to attorneys and resiterritory might secure a portion of the count of alleged frauds in the election dents of New Mexico, copies of the reterritorial funds by making the proper issued certiticates to other persons so ports at $3 a volume. The bill also proapplication and furnishing a tend for that in a numter of instances two per vides that a copy of each volume of the
the security of the money. After the sons held certificates for the same office reports shall lie sent to each of the states
territorial funds had been placed in the from the same board of county commis and territories, two copies to the conAlbuquerque National bank there were sioners. This was tho case with several gressional library, one copy to each of
numerous applications from other banks of the memters of the legislature and
tho judges of tho supreme and circuit
for a portion of the funds and many caused considerable confusion in tho or courts of the United States and of tho
thousands of dollars were withdrawn from ganization of the legislature. Secretary supreme court of New Mexico. County
the bank in this way so that when the Miller recognized tho later certificates as clerks and district attorneys in the terricrash camo tho territory had enough it was supposed that the commissioners tory are also to te supplied with copies
money on deposit in other institutions to had discovered errors which caused them and each public library and literary aspay the ordinary current expenses.
to reviso their action. The bill which sociation in tho territory shall be supThe bank has been in the hands of a was passed last week is intended to pre- plied with a copy of tho reports.
receiver for many months and a dividend vent any such action in the future.
Representative Carr's second bill rehas teen paid to the depositors. Should
An attempt was made in tho house lating to the registration of voters was

DRAWING TO A CLOSE.
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killed in the house last week. His first to serve until the
next general election. G. Head, from the counties of Colfax,
bill which related to the registration of
The bill providing for the election of Mora and Union.
voters was quite an elaborate one and marshals in the incorporated cities and
Members of the board of examiners of
required the personal registration of towns of the territory, by the people, the New Mexico board of
pharmacy:
voters, but the one which was killed last passed the house last Wednesday. The C.
M. Ceramer, Melvin G. Pedan.
week was intended to cut down the ex- bill affects only the cities of Albuquerque,
All of the nominations were confirmed
pense of the registration of voters. It East Las Vegas, Santa Fe and Silver
except those of A. A. Jones, George Mcprovided that boards of registration City.
Cormick and Pedro Sanchez.
The nomshould sit for 'six days in precincts which
On Thursday the house adjourned inations of T. N. Wilkerson and R. L.
cast more than .100 votes and that in until Monday afternoon to enable some
Young, previously sent in to be district
smaller precincts the boards should sit a of the members who had been appoint- attorneys, were confirmed.
less number of days. The bill fixed the ed on committees to visit other points
The republicans did not participate in
compensation of registrars at $2 a day and make their reports.
the executive session. When the moand would have saved this county severThe council went into executive ses- tion was made to go into executive sesal hundred dollars in the registration of sion to act on the following nominations
sion there were 11 councilmen in the
voters.
which had been sent in by the governor: hall, one democrat being absent. The
The bill providing for an increase in
District attorney for counties of Colfax motion carried by a vote of 6 to 5, a
the pay of collectors and assessors and Taos, George McCormick; for the strict party vote. At this juncture the
has passed both houses. This bill counties of San Miguel, Guadalupe and republicans left the hall, leaving the
makes the office of collector of Grant Mora, A. A. Jones; territorial auditor, council without a quorum. The democounty worth about $3,500 and the asses- Marcelino Garcia; territorial treasurer, crats sent the sergeant at arms after Dr.
sor a little less.
There has been no Samuel Kldodt; coal oil inspector, M. S. Desmarais, the absent democratic memincrease in the pay of sheriffs in this bill, Hart.
ber, and as he arrived the doors were
but with the increased pay for feeding
Board of regents of the university of locked and the nominations were conprisoners which was provided for by a New Mexico: H. L. Waldo, W. P. Chil-der- firmed. The republicans came back to
bill passed recently, the emoluments of
Dr. J. G. Wroth.
the hall as soon as they found out that
the sheriffs in the territory will lie conRegents of the New Mexico college of a quorum was present but, as no one is
siderably increased. There were none agriculture and mechanic arts: Dem- admitted during an executive session,
too many votes for the bill in the coun- etrio Chaves, Thomas J. Hull.
they were obliged to cool their heels outcil, all of the councilman from this part
Regents of the Silver City normal side. Had the republicans been present
of the territory voting against the bill.
different.
school:
J. A. Mahoney, Horace J. the result might have
Ancheta, Curry, Galles, Hadly and
a
There was a stormy session in the counLootnis, J. W. Fleming.
voted "No" on the final passage of
Regent of the Las Vegas normal cil on Thursday afternoon and little was
the bill. One more vote against the bill school:
done except to wrangle and adjourn to
Columbus Moise.
in the council would have defeated it,
Saturday morning.
Trustees of the school of mines : J. P.
and the taxpayers of the territory would
On Saturday morning a number of
MeGrorty, E. E. Sold, James G. Fitch.
not have been obliged to maintain a
bills were introduced including one proRegents of the New Mexico military viding for the assembling of the supreme
class of pensioners in the county offices
institute : E. A. Cahoon, George Curry. court during the legislative session. This
for the next two years.
Directors of the New Mexico insane bill is really intended to provide for a
The question as to the pay of the legasylum : Loren.o Lopez, Frank S. Cross. decision of the court in the matter of
islative employes came up again in order
Members of capítol custodian commit the pay of the legislative employes.
to get the opinion of two of the justices
At the afternoon session the bill proviof the supreme court of the territory tee : Manuel Valdez and Solomon Spieg-elberfor the issue of $:5,000 in lionds of
ding
who reside outside of Santa Fe. A joint
$10,000 of which shall be
the
territory,
Members of the board of immigration :
resolution was passed appropriating pay
delivered to the board of regents of the
L.
A.
Manzanares, Elias Stover,
for two of the employes, one of whom Frank
normal school here, the same amount to
resides at Las Vegas and the other at Pi. Prince, James A. Baird, James M.
the normal school at Las Vegas and $15,-t- o
Albuquerque. The resolution was signed Livingstone, M. M. Salazar, William
the agricultural college at Las Cruces,
by the governor and a certified copv Locke, Henry Grant, Max Frost, JoseG,
came up in the council. It passed by a
was presented to the auditor with the Chaves, Nicholas Galles, J. G. Clancey,
vote of 8 to 4; Curry, Galles, Hadleyand
request that he issue warrants for the Joseph E. Sheridan, W. O. Norman, J.
Perea voting against the bill.
amoi'nts. He refused to do so on the J. Leeson, C. C. Blodgett, G. A. RichLate in the afternoon the house fground that Judge Laughlin hud already ardson, J. G. Albright.
inance bill came up. This bill provides
decided the question as to the pay of'
Members of the board of dental exam- for an
appropriation of $:),000 to each of
employes.
Proceedings were instituted iners: Daniel W. Mauley, Frederick E.
the hospitals here and a levy of
before Judge Smith at Las Vegas and Olney, Lewis II. Chamberlian, William
of a mill for the maintenance of the norJudge Collier at Albuquerque in order to H. White, and A. A. Hearup.
mal school here. The bill was vigorously
get the opinions of these members of the
Wil- opiM)sed by the republicans and its pasPenitentiary commissioners:
supreme court of the territory.
liam E. Dame, O. A. II ad ley, Richard sage, for the time being at least, would
A bill bus Ir'hi introduced
in the Hudson, J. M. Valdez, Henry Young, have been prevented if material conceshouse which provides for two county Abey Abeytu, Roman Baca.
sions had not Wen made to Hadley and
commissioners at large in each of the
Members of the cattle sanitary Hoard : Perea, members from Bernalillo county.
counties of the territory having a popu- J. F. Hinkle, from the counties of Lin- These memliers were promised an adlation of more than 7,000. These com- coln, Chaves, Eddy, and Guadalupe; W. ditional appropriation of several thousmissioners at large are to receive no II. Jack, from the counties of Socorro, and dollars for the university at Albumore than $100 a year pay, may reside Dona Ana, Grant and Sierra; Mariano querque and a liberal appropriation for
in any part of the county and shall be S. Otero, from the countries of Valencia, the coming irrigation congress there and
elected at the same time as other com- Bernalillo, Rio Arriba and San Juan; then the opposition to the bill was withmissioners. The governor of the terri- Millard N. Challin, from the counties of drawn anil it passed during the twilight
tory is to appoint commissioners at large San Miguel, Santa Fe and Taos; Robert hour.
s,
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himself Since that time a common school system
wen posted as to all that occurs in Psew has been provided for, normal schools
Mexico, that the hill had been with
a college and
drawn, with an intimation, however, have been started and
that it might be reintroduced at a later university have been opened.
period in the session. It aniieared to
There is no excuse for illiteracy in
our friends in Washington that this New Mexico now and it is gratifying to
wunurawai was due to the lact that it note that the children of school age here
had been learned at Santa Fe that the
statehood bill could not pass the senate are generally as far advanced as are
with the prospect of any such legislation those of the older states." Of course the
changing the election láw.
census will show a large percentage of
I pointed out to several republican
in New Mexico for years to
senators that all danger of an unfair illiteracy
election could lie obviated by means of come for the reason that the majority of
amendments to the enabling act, but the adult Mexicans in New Mexico are
they expressed some doubt as to whether illiterate and will remain so as long as
the democrats in the senate would permit such amendments to be made and if they live.
The generation which is now growing
they did as to whether the house would
concur in the amendments. I t hen went up will not be behind the youth of any
to our delegate, Mr. Joseph, and told him of the states in the matter of education
what appeared to be thesituation and he
will be
expressed great surprise and said in sub- and eventually the standard here
stance that he had never heard of any as high as it is anywhere in the country.
Piatt, who is evidently keeping
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STATEHOOD.
Many oí the leading republicans of the
territory are trying to explain why the
bill providing for the admission of New
Mexico to the Union has not been passed
by congress at this session. The latest
arguments which have been advanced
on this question were furnished bv
Mr. F. Y. Clancy, and were printed in
the Allmqerque Citizen of hist Wednesday. Mr. Clancy has evidently solved
the question to his satisfaction from a
republican standpoint. From an interview of a column and a half we clip the
following :
I found
that two or three of thereimh- lican senators had been considerim? the
question of offering amendments suchas
1 have
indicated but nothing had been
(lone about it. 1 he general leeliiur at
peared to be that it was so late in the
session, and there was so much absolutely necessary business to be done, that
nothing could be hoped as to our statehood bill which they did not believe
could be called up orYeached before the

such objections and had never contein-iilate- d
the possibility of any unfairness
by means of legislative trickery at Santa
Fe, anil that he would see that any
amendments such as I spoke of would be
accepted in both senate and house. I
had several interviews with Mr. Joseph
at different times, and he told me that
an attempt would certainly be made by
the democrats in the senate to take the
bill up so that the republicans would be
forced to go upon record

as opposed

to

it.
The reasons for the failure of the stale-hoobill which Mr. Clancy has advanced
may be entirely satisfactory to him and
to the republicans of the territory, but
the reason for the failure of the bill can
l)tí stated in a great many less words
Iban Mr. Clancv has taken. The United
States senate has lieen, until within a few
days, a democratic body; New Mexico
elected a republican delegate last fall,
d

;

!

'

thus indicating that the territory is republican, and that is all there is to the
adjournment of congress. Amendments statehood question at present.
were, however, carefully prepared which,
if adopted, would make it impossible for
: 1 re. i vvo.v. i , .v.s
ti titioxs.
any federal ollice-holdin New Mexico
to have anything to do with any elecThe friends of education in New Mextion to be heid under the enabling act. ico have no reason for complaining of
and it was understood when
left
Washington that these amendments the manner in which the educational inwould be offered and printed before anv stitutions of the territory have lieen
attempt would be made to call up the treated by this legislature.
bill. 1 have no doubt that this has been
Increased appropriations have been
done before now.
made for the university at Albuquerque,
I do not feel, however, any conlidcnce
that the hill will be taken up or anything the agricultural college at Las Cruces,
done with it at the present session". It is the normal schools at Silver City and
(tilheult tor citizens ol New Mexico to Las Vegas and the military institute at
realize the very small importance that a
territory has "at Washington ami the Hoswell, while the common schools of
great indifference with which everything the territory are amply provided for.
concerning it is considered. Moreover, It is sate to sav that, in proportion to
at the present time in the senate there population, no stale or territory in ihe
appears to be a tacit agreement on both
sides of the house to do as little legislat- union provides more liberally for schools
than the present democratic legislature
ing as possible at this session.
Before I left New Mexico I saw it re- has provided for the education of the
ported in the Citizen that a bill hail been youth of New Mexico.
introduced in the legislature abolishing
It has been but a few years since there
county boards of canvassers of election
returns, so far as members of the legis- was practically no school system in this
lature are concerned, and creating a re- territory and in 18S0, only tifieen years
turning board, to consist of the governor ago, the census of the United
States
secretary and treasurer of the territory,
to which all returns on elections of mem- showed a greater percentage of illiteracy
bers of the legislature should be made. in New Mexico than existed in any other
learned in Washington from senator state or territory in the United States.
1

er

1

The republican members of the legislature wanted to prevent the continuation of the appointments of Governor
Thornton and they would have been able
to prevent the confirmation of a number
of the appointments sent in last week,
with the assistance which they would
have been able to get from the democratic side, if they had not been beaten
at their own game. If they had remained in attendance last Thursday
morning, instead of leaving the hall for
the purpose of breaking the quorum,
they would have been able to defeat
When they
some of the continuations.
left the hall they did not think they
would be refused admittance when they
came hack, but when they returned the
council was in executive session and the
doors were locked as they always arc
during executive sessions. For once the
republicans were lieaten at their own
game.
Mow? What's this? The New Mexican
says :
"The president and his man. Vilas are
making most desperate efforts to try and
have a democratic congress take the final
step toward fastening the g ild standard
shackles upon the hands of the people."
There is a new note in the song of
cuckoo. Independent Democrat
The cuckoos are losing their heads and
the cuckoo papers are like a rudderless
ship. They may get on some kind of a
course eventually, but just at this time
they ought not to lie held to accountability for their erratic actions.

Tun finance bill which was passed by
the legislature last week appropriates
about $li"),00Ü less than the bill passed
This is one step
by the last legislature.
in the right direction by the legislature
which is now alxnit to udjour.i.' The
appropriation bill is of more importance
to the taxpayers of the territory than all
of the other bills passed by the legislature and credit must be given to the
democrats for making a big saving in
this bill.
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The Enterprise recently took Tim
Eaoi.k to task for saying that Walter C.
Iladley was opposed to the bill providing
for the issue of bonds for the completion
of the normal school building here and
slated that "Mr. Iladley is too intelligent a gentleman to put obstacles in the
way of the advancement of so meritorious an educational institution as the
Silver City normal school." Last Saturday afternoon, just after Mr. Iladley liad eaten dinner and when he
should have been in good humor, he
voted against the bill providing for the
issue of $10,000 in bonds for the completion of the normal school building
here. Tiik Eaoi.k knew what it was
talking about when it said that Mr.
Iladley was opposed to the bill, but the
Enterprise wanted to make it appear
that Mr. Iladlev is a friend of education.

FEBRUARY 27, 1895.

Auiuo.ueh.qui5 people have not yet
given up the fight for the territorial
capital. They would prevent the issue
of the $75,000 in bonds provided for by
the legislature if such a thing were in
their power, but they will hardly be able
to do this. The latest in the capital
matter is a bill which was introduced in
the house last week by a memler from
Bernalillo county which provides for the
removal of the capital to AllmiUeriUe
and gives the territorial officials authority to make arrangements with the
commercial club for ollices. The bill
created considerable merriment among

9

J. A. Ma honey, of Deming, who was
appointed a member of the board of
regents of the normal school here last
week will make a good member of the
board. He is an enterprising young
business man and is possessed of all the
requirements for a useful member of the
board.
Max y people in the east are inquiring
about the mines in New Mexico, anil it
looks as though there would be more interest taken in milling in the next two
or three years than there has been for
some years past.

the legislators.

( i
ka XT county has been pretty well repAiti.icants for the position of clerk of resented at Santa l'e during this sesthe court of this judicial district are sion of the legislature on account of the
quite numerous. 1 here will lie eight or Florida county matter.
ten disappointed aspirants when Judge
Tiik legislature will adjourn tomorrow
Dantz finally makes the appointment.
and there will lie peace and quiet in Santa
Tin. aonntn eontirined the nottiimt! ion Fe for two veins more.
of Gideon l. llantz to be judge of this
(.'oi;ukss will adjourn next Saturday
judicial district in executive session last
rridayand he will quality in soon as and New Mexico u ill still be without an
enabling act.
possible.

Tiik syndicate which purchased the
Every jie rson
last issue of government bonds will make
sending $2.00 to
a comfortable fortune out of the transaction. The net prolit on the issue will
Tiik Kauj.k for a year's suliscription will le presented with i ropy of
lie about lil'teen per cent., or something
the World Almanac
like
10,000,000.
The members of the
syndicate are doubtless ready to take
another issue of bonds by this time and
it is possible that some plan will le de
vised to bring about another issue. The
only way to slop the scheming for getting the government to issue lioiid.s is to
pass a law providing for the free and
unlimited coinage of silver and then pay
AND ENCYCLOPEDIA
the government obligations in gold or
silver as best soils the convenience of
The Best Reference Book Printed.
t lit
treasurer oí the I'niied States,
A Volume of over 500 pages
Should this lie done there would lie no
It Treats 1,400 topics
further necessil v for the issue of bonds.

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

I

THE

V0pDlMINJIC
FOR 1B9B.

Endorsed by STATESMEN,

S;:..T.);t Joxks after having brought

EDUCATORS and

his bill providing for the free coinage of
silver up in the senate, yielded to the;
appropriation bills after a determined
light for the passage of his bill. There
is a safe majority for free coinage in .he

STUDENTS everywhere,

Has Reached Such a State of Perfection That it is a Veritable
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statistics and Events Brought Down
to January First, 1895.

senate but, under ihe sena;e rules, the
question could not be brought to a vote
immediately and as the time was needed
oí important ap- for the
propriaiiou lulls, lie silver nica gave up
the light for this session. II.i l the bid
been reported from the coiiimiitee earlier
it isquhe probable that a vo e could have
been reacoed an I it a vote cii.d have,
b.rn reached here is n il the sligu est

THE

I

doubtastowh.il

been

iwfpi

Jgp!

die'

result.

Last Saturday was a red letter day;
for the normal sciem', in the leir.ti.r.al
ihe
council. At the aiier.io.in ses-i.bill providing for ihe hsui .g oí !fl0;rj
in bonds for the completion of Ihe buildby a vote of S to t. a d
ing was pas.-v- d
the appropriation bill was passed before
the council adjouived for ihe ai.eni 0:1
o.' a
providing for a tax levy oi oue-.bimill for the support oi thi- - íik ituiiiin.

It tells
all about party platforms, election statistics, the new tariff, religions of the
earth, population everywhere, state and
government statistics, occupations of
men, foreign matters, literature, science

of a question it cannot answer.

,

wu.ild have

1895 volume is a whole library
One can hardly think
itself.

and education.
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Between thirty and forty residents of
E. E. GANDARA.
this city went to Georgetown last Friday
and attended the dedication of the new
GOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
Masonic hall there. After the dedication
of the hall there was a banquet and ball.
Made to Order Repairing
Dancing lasted until daylight in the Jewelry
Neatly Done.
morning and all the folks had a splendid
time. The people of Georgetown did
themselves proud entertaining their
PRICES REDUCED.
guests and those of our people who went Satisfaction Guaranteed.
over there will be only too glad of an
Yunklo St. Silver City, N. M.
opportunity to go again.
The Social club ball on last Friday
F.
afternoon for the little ones was a great
success. The little ones enjoyed the cel- FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
ebration of Washington's birthday hugeINSURANCE.
ly and the club will give another ball
for their benefit when a suitable occasion
Notary Punuc.
presents itself. The older folks had a
big time at the club dance in the evenOffice at
ing.
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
The C. L. S. C. will meet at the resiFLEMING CATTLE CO.
dence of Mrs. W. L. Jackson
afternoon. The meetings of this society
Range :
are continually growing in interest and
Fleming and
the members take great pride in the orvicinity.
ganization.
Postotllce:
Clark Kodgers was down to Deming
Silver City,-X- .
last week selling fruit trees. He took
M.
quite a iiumlnir of orders.

CENTRAL GOSSIP.

Letter From a Proapcroug Camp.
Central, N. M., Feb. 23. As my last
t.
letter escaped the dreaded
I will give you a few more dots from this
place.
Things are very quiet in this place at
this time and the majority of the people
are looking forward to the coming of the
government pay master.
Mr. Wm. Murray and wife visited Silver City Thursday.
Pat Welsh a young society lad of this
place, while driving a horse down the
street Wednesday, was suddenly astonished at the horse raising both hind feet
and planting them in his breast and
shoulders, knocking him down, but fortunately not injuring him except slightly spraining his right wrist. Pat says he
will not try to pull a horse's tail again.
Mrs. Octavia Carey and her brother
visited Silver City Wednesday.
Mr. Wm. Sweeney, step-soof H. J.
Hutchinson, was in Silver City Thursday
on business.
Mrs. H. F. Graves has exchanged her
part of the Graves projxrty on Bayard
avenue to Joseph Crowley for his house
opposite II. J. Hutchinson's store where
The
she has gone into the hotel business.
CLARK- Mr. William MeAlister was in Silver
City Monday on business.
WHITSON-LEITC- H
The public school at this place closed
for a holiday yesterday in honor of
AVashington's birthday.
Mr. Church, formerly station agent at
Hall's station, has resigned his position
and gone to parts unknown. His sucEL PASO, TEXAS,
ALBUQUERQUE, X. J.,
MS Railroad Aienue.
lili San Fianeinco St.
cessor, Mr. Willis is now at the station.
Mr. Gurdon Bradley was over from
Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Silver City Thursday on business.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
The poverty ball given at the school
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
house Friday night was quite an enjoyWrite them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Today.
able affair and lasted till the wee sma'
hours.
H. J. Hutchinson visited Hanover one
day this week and reports that camp in
nourishing condition.
A Newsy
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The prisoners in the county jail might
be worked to an advantage on the streets
of this city for a few weeks.
A couple
of weeks' work on Texas street between
Eighth and Ninth would make that
street passable from the business part of
town to the railroad station. All that is
needed is the removal of a few hundred
cubic yards of rock, chiefly Itetwcen the
Conway residence and Ninth street to

make Texas street a thoroughfare. It
would be drv at all seasons of the vear
tind would not be washed out by floods.

You Want

IVIOgOIIOnS
togotothe Mncrnllnnc
If

Get
on

Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand Mail Line.
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8

a.m. every Monday, Wednesday

and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo

Joseph Schlosser was at Deming last
week with a shipment of high grade sil- office from which place the stage
ver ore from the Naiad Queen mine at
Georgetown on which he has a lease.
The ore netted him about if.'iOO a ton.

W.

&

Co's. exprcs3

starts.

M.

Murphey.
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coinage of silver and Balfour is equally
outspoken. The tory party is likely to
gain the ascendency in England almost
All Europe Seems to be Ready Fop a any time. Changes in governmental polChange.
icy are brought about in England in
much less time than in the United
Tlio ProHpnrtH for Free Coinage Appear to States. There is a clamor for silver in
bo Hotter Now Than For Many
England and Germany which cannot
Years,
much longer be resisted, and the silver
men are becoming more aggressive and

CLAMOR FOR SILVER.

11

property as assessed by such city or
town.
The act requires that the property
shall be listed in the same manner as
provided by the laws of the territory for
the listing and taxation of property for
territorial and county purposes. Said
lists, duly sworn to, mnst be delivered to
such city clerk or town recorder prior to
the 15th day of April in each year. Persons failing to make sworn returns by
the time aforesaid will be subject to a
penalty of 25 per centum, which will bo
added to and become a part of the taxes
of said delinquent.
City clerks and town recorders are required, between the 15th of April and
the 15th of June, of each year, to ascertain the names of all taxable inhabitants
and all kinds of property within the
limits of such cities and towns subject to

Captain J. R. Do Lamar, the well confident every day. There are other
known mining man, is at the Brown people in the world fighting the battles
hotel after several month's absence in of silver besides the silver advocates of
Europe and the east. The visitor will the United States, and free coinago is
spend several days in the city, after bound to win. The paralyzing effect of
which he will visit his reduction plant the past eighteen months or two years
at Lawrence, near Cripple Creek, and has convinced many of the best finanwill leave for De Lamar, Nev., where he ciers of all countries that a gold basis is
has a mill of 100 tons capacity in opera- not what the world wants."
Speaking further Captain De Lamar
tion. Speaking of the outlook for silver,
a plan which he thinks will
presented
he said last night:
"There lias not been a time for years meet the objections of the gold worship- taxation and prepare an assessment list
when the prospects were so favorable for ers and can lie carried into practical or roll of the same in alphabetical order.
the white metal as at present. Germany operation. His plan contemplates the re- A similar list of "unknown owners"
and England are moving with rapid striction of tho silver output so that two shall also be made.
The city council or board of trustees
strides toward free coinage, and even the objects would be attained, the price of
brokers of New York confess they killed silver would lie kept up and the oppon- of incorporated cities and towns shall,
the goose that laid the golden egg when ents would no longer claim that civilized during the month of May in each year,
There is no nations were threatened with a flood of elect a board of appraisers, consisting of
they smote free coinage.
three memliers, who shall during the
such thing as speculation in the country, silver.
and I found many of the Wall street men "When the monetary conference meets," month of June view and appraise the
who agree with me, that speculation can said Captain De Lamar, "It can estimate value of the property listed under the
never be restored without the use of sil- the amount of silver that the business of provisions of this act.
Upon the completion of the appraisever. One thing is certain Wall street the world requires and knowing the outthe roll containing the list of taxment
regulations
of
countries
can
put
different
will not interfere when the decisive vote
be
proshall be filed in the oilice of the
so
payers
be
shall
adopted
persons
that
on the restoration of free coinage is called
hibited from locating new claims until af- city clerk or town recorder and an asfor in Washington."
"In New York," continued the speaker ter a specified length of time. The aver- sessment liook prepared in accordance
in"many of the large companies which age silver mine is worked out in two to therewith. In case valuations are
the
persons
creased
by
appraisers
said
not
four
is
impossible
it
to
and
years
in
the
have important business interests
west have discontinued the use of private regulate the output of the silver countries interested shall lie notified by mail at
telegraph wires, and firms that were within reasonable limits. There are dif- least five days before the first ?onday
spending $50,000 to $75,000 a year for tel ferent ways of limiting the output with- in August.
Such city council or board of trustees
egraphing are now making use of the out working hardship on miners or mine
United States mails. Vast sums of money owners. At the close of the civil war the shall meet as a board of equalization on
that formerly went into the pockets of silver product was 40,000,000 ounces a the first Monday in August of each year,
large corporations have dwindled out of year. In 25 years the product grew to having previously given notice of such
sight, and thousands of wealthy men are 200,000,000 ounces a year. Is it any won- meeting, and shall then listen to comfeeling the blow which they thenselves der the goldbugs got scared? The prob- plaints and pass upon the same. After
lem is solved through the plan of restric- the assessment roll has passed under
dealt upon silver."
such revision and been approved, it shall
The captain acknowledged that it gave tion." Rocky Mountain News.
le entered as final in a book provided
meet
of
to
delight
a
kind
certain
him
A NEW TAX LAW IN FORCE.
for tho purpose and taxes levied and colsuch men and answer them that they are
lected in compliance therewith.
reaping a just reward for their bitter
Such taxes shall lie payable to and at
opposition to silver.
Cities Can Not Levy a Tax of More Than
the oilice of said city clerk or town reOne Per Cent.
"The sentiment among
Septem-le- r
Few people realize that on January 1, corder between the 15th day of
business men and I might name Stanthe 15th day of November of
and
dard Oil officers in tho numlier is that 1895, a new law lieeame effective respect- each year. Taxes not paid by that time
there must be a recognition of silver and ing the assessment and taxation of prop- will draw interest at the rate of 25 per
that free coinage must lie restored. In- erty in cities and incorporated towns. cent.
All necessary powers are granted to
dications point to the reopening of the The new law provides that after the date
city council and board of trustees for tho
of
mints of India at an early day, and it mentioned city councils and lioards
prompt and effective enforcement of tjiis
will lie followed by a conference on the trustees of incorporated towns shall have important act. New Mexican.
money question among the leading na- power and authority to assess and levy
tions of the world. Two important fac- taxes upon the same classes of property,
L.
tors in the rehabilitation of silver are " real, personal and mixed, within the
seen in Europe. One factor is Price limits of such city or town, as are subject
Herbert Bismarck of Germany and the to taxation for territory and county purGuns and Revolvers
Bicycles,
other is Balfour, who seems destined to poses for city or town purposes," proRepaired.
Promptly
become prime minister of England. vided that only 1 per centum shall lie
UiU' UciiHoimlilo.
YiinVIo St. Silver filt.v. N. M.
Bismarck has declared openly for free levied or collected upon t he value of said
long-head-

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.
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Probability That the Free Zone Will
lie Abolished.

merchandise imported by the
Mexican merchants from the American
port of arrival to the Mexican port of
delivery.
A proposition is now pending in congress to withdraw from the Mexican
merchants the privilege of entering goods
at American ports for transportation in
bond across the territory of the United
States. If this proposition should be
enacted into law it might result in the
abolition of the free zone, but probably
would not. The weight of opinion on
the border is that it would result in the
Mexican merchants buying their goods
in the American instead of the European
markets, in which case the American
merchant and manufacturer would be
the substantial gainer and the railroads
would not suffer. Should the free zone
be abolished, or the privilege now en
joyed of transporting goods in bond
across the territory of the United States
be withdrawn, whatever other results it
might have, one result would be to
reduce to a minimum the inducements
for smuggling, and render the duties of
the customs officials on the border much
less difficult, perplexing and dangerous
than they now are.
foreign

WILL CHECK SMUGGLING.

Soon

FEBRUARY 27, 1895.
the different localities. If however,
true values were given the total value of
the territory would be three or four
times that sum, while to realize the
same amount for the different purposes
of
or
would only require a tax of
the present levy. What a recommenda
tion it would be to the foreign investor
to say the total levy for all purposes in
of one per
ew Mexico was less than
cent.
At any rate, all should make their re
turns in the same proportion and the
who annually perjures himself and cheats the public, getting off by
of what he
paying alxut
ought to pay in proportion to bis neigh
bors, should be brought to book. Springer Stockman.

The ways and means committee has
decided to report in favor of the repeal
of the free zone on the Rio Grande frontier, excepting a small corner embracing
Brownsville. This movement gains impetus from a report just made by Civil
Service Commissioner Lyman who has
been investigating the custom houses
along the Rio Grande, and who says that
smuggling on a gigantic scale is encouraged by the free zone. One of the principal difficulties which customs officials
have to deal with on the whole frontier,
he says, is the constant and persistent
A Pertinent Point us to Salaries.
smuggling of goods of European manuTwo years ago when salaries were re
facture from Mexico into the United
duced, the various officials loudly proStates. That a large amount of smugclaimed the injustice of putting the
gling is carried on is evident from the
change into operation until after the ex
fact that in all the border Mexican towns
piration of the terms for which they
the merchants are prosperous and doing
were elected. Under the same force of
a large business, while in the correspondargument and doing equal justice to the
ing American towns business is comparnxpayers, no increase should be put
atively dead and unprofitable. lie visited
into effect until the first day of January
a large number of the Mexican places
1807. It is right to lie as fair to the taxof business and obtained prices of imporas the official, and the members
payer
Tnx Valuations.
ted goods of various sorts and compared
of the legislature should take a serious
One of the most foolish customs that
these prices with those of similar goods
view of the matter. Socorro Advertiser.
in the American stores, and found that has grown up in the territory and is now
the Mexican merchants were offering universal, is the undervaluation of prop
Literary exercises were held at both
goods for sale at a cheaper rate than erty in making tax returns. Land that the normal school and public school last
similar goods were offered by the Amer- cannot be bought for $20 an acre is put Thursday afternoon. The rooms were
ican merchants; and, moreover, the in at $1.25; buildings and other im handsomely decorated and the literary
Mexican merchants offer to deliver goods provements that cost fifty or sixty thous exercises were a credit to the pupils and
bought by American purchasers to such and are returned with three ciphers in teachers of the schools.
purchasers on the American side of the stead of four; live stock is returned at
and less, of their market
river. The great bulk of such sales are
LADIES!
FOR
smuggled across the river and are de- value, and so on through the entire list
livered without payment of duties. In of property found on the tax return.
CUT PAPER PATTERNS.
any one of the large stores on the MexiThis is financial suicide, both from a
can side facilities are provided for help- public and private standpoint. The in
The Kcpultlic supplies its lady renders with
ing American purchasers to conceal dividual is really worth from five to ten
cut paper patterns of all kinds for ladles.
'
goods upon their persons for the express times the amount of his return for tax
girls, boys and men. All of seasonable gar
purpose of smuggling them. Female ation, but that return is frequently ments, of
tbe latest styles, and at a cost of
purchasers who want to smuggle are taken as a basis upon which to estimate
taken to a room provided expressly for his financial standing. Of course
ONLY 10c EACH.
the purpose, and are assissted by a fe- could not lie expected that one man
Elsewhere they cost from S to 40 cents.
male attendant to conceal purchases on would put in his property at its full
Designs of new garments are published ev
their persons, so as to avoid detection in value while all of his neighl)ors are so ery week in The Republic with an order blank
crossing the Iwrder. No concealment poor on return day, but if the assessors for the patterns.
whatever is mado of this practice, and it would assess each man's property at its Thousands of ladles in every State have
is extremely difficult to break it up un- actual worth the tax for anyone individ purchased these paltenisdiirlng the past year
less every one, and especially every ual would be no more than at present and never a complaint.
They are Invaluable and you can save on
woman, who crosses any of the bridges unless we except a few tax dodgers who these patterns alone every year many times
from Mexico into the United States, is go the custom several better and make the price of the paper.
thoroughly examined by an inspectress. their returns at a fiirure far Vudow the Sulserlbe at once for
TJiia would be absolutely impossible with ordinary depreciation.
REPUBLIC
THE TWICE-A-WEEthe force at present employed in any one
From a public standpoint, it woul
ONLY 11.00 A YKAIt.
of the customs districts.
place our territory in a much better
will le sent
"
THE
It is the general opinion on the border financial position before capitalists seek KKEE
FOll ONE VEAll toany person sending
if
One
ing
of
zone
investment.
free
the
abolished
were
the first ques' lefore March 1. a cluhof three NEW yearly
that
it
would be to the great advantage of the tions asked is, "what is the rate of tax sulserllers, Willi SI to pay for the same.
If you want a package of Sample Ooples
American towns along the borders, but ation?" The taxable property of tl
for them.
writo
fortv-one
territory
is now about
opinion is divided as to what the effect
and one
Address all orders
would be upon the railroads of the Uni- - half millions, upon which the rate
THE KEPUIIUC.
ted States, which now transport the taxation is from K to 2 pei cent.
St. Louis, Mo.
r,

one-quart- er

THE

K
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Notes of Happenings
Local.

Purely

Grist of Readable Paragraphs Which
Should Not be Overlooked
Hy Our Headers.

Lent begins today and for the next, nix
weeks there will be fewer entertainments in town than usual.

FEBRUARY 27, 11(95.

Obituary.

John K. Adair, one of the oldest residents of Pinos Altos, died at that place
last Saturday, aged 58 years and 6
months. The remains were brought
here on Monday and were interred in
the Masonic cemetery here on Monday
afternoon, the funeral being under the
auspices of the Masonic lodge here of
which the deceased was a member.
Mr. Adair, at the time of his death,
had been a resident of Pinos Altos for
about thirty years and was well known
all over this part of the territory. Four
years ago last November he was elected
assessor of this county on the democratic ticket over S. II. Mc.Aninch, the re
publican candidate.
He was an honored and respected citizen of Pinos Altos where he had lived
for so many years and his funeral was attended by a large number of people from
that place.
A. C. Windham and C. Castlio returned from Kansas this week where
they had been for a couple of weeks engaged in a damage suit against the Santa
Fe. They won their case hut it has been
appealed by the company. They
claimed damages on account of unusual
delay in the shipment of some cattle
front this territory, causing tlieni loss.

The business houses in this city wore
last Friday afternoon in observance of Washington's birthday.
Charley Morrill will celebrate his
birthday next Friday by giving an entertainment at Morrill hall tohis friends.
James S. Fielder has removed his law
office from the Silver City National bank
building to the Broadway hotel building.
Travel to Mogollón is good these days
and there is a good prospeet that it will
much better before the Iteginning of
the summer.
The first thunder storm of the season
came up yesterday morning. It looks
as though the cold weather for this winter is ended.
At Pinos Altos, on Thursday evening,
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
service will be held by Rev. Edward S.
THE
Cross, of the Episcopal church. All are
cordially invited.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
NEWS
Several of the prominent citizens of
1
Kil).
Kstabllshed
Peming have lteen in Santa Fe during
the week past looking after the interests
TERMS OF SUHSRIPTIOX.
of Florida county.
(IN ADVANCE.)
Prof. Selby preached at the Episcopal
DAILY.
church, in this city, for the first time
your,
ST.'iO
by
One
mull
last Sunday. 1 Ie delivered t wo excellent
Six months by muH
3.73
sermons. He was ordained only three Three months by mull
1.1H)
closed

13

weeks ago.

Hue month hy mull
(111 paces.) year
Crops are now leing put in by the Sunday edition,
Dully Editions Include the Sundny.
farmers in the valley of the Hio Grande.
WEEKLY.
There is a good stage of water in the
One year, by mull. In advance
river and the heavy snows in the mounSample copies of either edition on
tains will furnish plenty of water for
irrigation for some months to come.

(i."
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EAGLE
For

1895.
We want The Eagle to be read
during the coming year by every
family in Grant county. It will

continue to be the best, neatest and
newsiest local paper published in
New Mexico.
It will advocate
democratic principles and oppose
all rings, cliques and combinations
of whatever character.
(The

(L:;t(jle

will keep an eye open to all the
interests of the taxpayers of the
county, every one of whom will
find it to his interest to take The

Eaole.
In order to enable every person
in Grant county to judge of the
character

of

the paper,

(The

we

will send

(faglc

Sl.uu

from now until May 1, 1895, for
25 cents. Send in your subscripconsistent champion tion and that of your neighbor.

Ash Wednesday services, today at the
The N'kws Is the only
Episcopal church, at 10:30 a.m., and of silver In the west, and should be In every
In the west, and In the hands of every
4:30 p. m. The latter will le a short ser- home
miner and business man In New Mexico.
vice. The usual services next Sunday.
Send In your subscriptions at once.
All are cordially invited.
All communications must be addressed to

Quite a nunilier of men are at work in
the silver mines at Georgetown on leases.
There is not much to be made mining
silver at 60 cents an ounce but considerable high grade ore is lieing taken out
of the mines there.
Two vagrants were brought up from
Lordshurg last Sunday and lodged in
jail. They were charged with stealing
wood and coal from the Southern Pacific
company at Lordsburg. One of the prisoners, a lioy altout twenty years of age
named Davis, claims to lie a son of a well
to do plumber of Denver.

News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.

The SllTcr City

TEN CENT STORE.
Drives in DRY GOODS and
CLOTHING
Special Bargains in LADIES',
GENTS
and CHILDREN'S

shoes.

Also a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH'.

B.

BORENSTEN.

Address

ffhf

(L:a()lc,

Silver City, N.

M.
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ÜYSTEHS UP TO DATE.
The

Very Latest Fad la for
Bleached Bivalves.

White One Aro l'rohnhly Doctored
Who OiiKht to Know Sny They
Are Mythical Nature's Own Shellfish Mot to ISo Improved Upon.

27, 18!)5.

FEDIÍL'AUY

in the neck all tne same. Thank
goodness that these stories did not get
out two months ago, or the oystermen
would all be in the hands of the associated charities. Our season is over for
cheap oysters, in which the money is
made. Nothing goes out of New York
now but shell oysters, New York
counts, and culls. The oyster business
after the middle of November goes to
Italtimore. There are no oyster canneries in New York.
"This fad for white oysters I never
heard of before this year. There arc
no pure white oysters. The oyster
takes his color from his surroundings
and an old oyslerman can tell at a
glance which one of the beds hereabouts an oyster comes from. The lílue
Point is often silvery in appearance.
There is no way that I know of to make
an oyster white.
"When the weather is not too cold
oysters, after being taken up, are sunk
on lloats for from twelve to twenty-fou- r
hours in brackish water, generally
creek.
near the mouth of a fresh-watThis water they will drink freely and
fill up so that they look fat. This has
the effect of washing out the sea water
and mud that may have been taken in.
I know every oyster bed in New York
bay, Long Island sound, or the rivers
of New Jersey, and I know of no oyster
that is what you might call white.
Personally, I would let such alone if
offered me.
"Nature cannot be improved upon in
the matter of the oyster, except to give
it a chance to wash out and fatten up
water. When the
on some half-sal- t
people understand that the bleached
oysters are unnatural and artilicial
they will become suspicious of them
and be satislled with the plain, unbleached variety."

it

"lileaehed oysters" is the latest and
a rapidly growing fad. The fashionable
uptown restaurants are entering to it.
An oyster that does not peer forth
snowy white from the depth of its shell
is considered bad form.
It does not
bivalve
appear that the Albino-hue- d
is improved by the blanching process.
d
In fact, it is held by all
people who have tried them that the
llavor wnieh gives our oysters their
superiority over nil the bivalves of the
!ut they
world is destroyed entirely.
authori-tite- s
are said by
to look better, nnd it is the
fashion to have them served that way.
The course of treatment to which
the luscious shellllsh is subjected to
bringu about the pale and ghostly hue
is the secret of the restaurant men.
The wholesale oyster dealers know- nothing about it.
A reporter for the New York World
went aboard a Moating warehouse, on
the North river, the other day, and
made an inquiry as to the best method
of blanching oysters. It wasnpparent
that oysterinen do ii"t relish the newspaper notoriety which has been thrust
upon
the innocent and inoffensive
shellfish.
"If coul 1 meet the man who started all this talk about typhoid fever an
malaria in oyster.,.'' said one old salt,
"I'd chuck him in tlrj bay and hit him
on the head with a boathook when he
The Soko Ap.
came up the first time, and ther,e
wouldn't be no second time.
Letters from the African traveler,
"As if it ain't bad enough that tin:; Oscar Neumann, at Kukoba, says the
interesthas been o:i of the worst oyster years London News, contains-manwe ever had. but on top of that some ing things that Neumann, learnt from
crazy fool up in Connecticut tries to the Manycmas. One is that the Soko
fatten his oysters in a creek into which ape is very common and much feared
a sewer empties. What's the result? A in Manyamaland. between Nynngwe
lot of college students and professors and the northern shore of the TangHome time ago an Arab
get sick and four of them die. What anyika.
follows? The newspapers publish it wanted to take a Soko which he had
all over the country, typhoid fever in captured to the coast, lie succeeded
in reaching I'gogo with his prize.
oysters, an the bu ;i:iess is almost paralyzed in t; ine places. Forty million There he died, and his sons, who
.people eating oyster ; and four of them iitt.i'iliuted the death of their father
get sick and die! How many people to the enchantments .f the wiched
die every day from eating pork and wood demon, hastened to retrnnsnort
beef, yet does that scare anybody? the supposed origin of their misfortune
to its native place, and the interesting
No, sir.
"Now, on top of 11 this, some fool specimen was thus lost to science.
restaurant men go to making their
Mini In AiljiiHtini; Himself.
oysters white, which (!od never intendIn an old volume of "The Transac- ed they shoid.l be, or lie would have
made 'em so. I don't suppose that the tions" is found the following by Or. ,1.
oysters were hurt any by it, but some 1'. Wilson: "Where, let me ask, are the
fellow gets i.iek, after knocking about great and wasting epidemics that once
the Tenderloin all night, and remem- ' devastated the whole inhnbiUited
bers that he ate a dozen bleached oy- globe? 'They are gone,' says t'.ie ani-- ;
sters, nnd then he hollers that he has tarian, 'because I have stamped them
out.' No, indeed. They do not apbeen poisoned.
"Some one writes to a newspaper pear, simply or largely because they
that sulphate of zinc will bleach an have become innocuous to the human
oyster. I don't know whether it will race. Habit has rendered them more
or not, but a chemist told me thnt it and more harmless. Man is rapidly adwould not. lint the oyster trade trots justing himself to his environments."
fair-minde-
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STRIPPED

BY LIGHTNING.

The startling Ejcporlcnco of a Montana
Man, Who Still Survived tho Shock.

Charles 15. Hoffman, of Ihitte, Mont.,
was standing at the mouth of a mine
not long ago when he was struck by
lightning. The thunderbolt, he thinks,
first struck the straw hat he was wearing, and it tore a hole in the hat thnt
cut part of the rim. Then it tore his
clothing into shreds and left hh i
naked. P.oth his overalls and the shirt
he was wearing presented the appearance of having passed through a snu-ag- e
mill. Nobody can tell him why
lie was not killed by the lightning.
The bolt, he cays, after passing through
ai .. bat, struts him on the shoulder and
an the full length of his body, burning the skin to a crisp on the side and
his left foot on the
legs. It also
j le and bottom, breaking the bones of
l.iie foot.
"Ai y clothes

Ihnwn
to

were torn to pieces and

from my body," said Mr.

HofV-as- .i

writer for the New York
"and my shoes were torn from
a

.i '. r! I.
my feet."
!e became unconscious ns soon as lie

was struck by the lightning and did
not revive for an hour and a half.
When ho regained his senses Hoffman
was in great pain and he was confine
to the hospital for nine weeks. When
Hoffmnn'sclothing was examined after
the accident it was seen that in many
places the lightning had cut the cloth
as neatly as if it had been done with a
razor. Some of the cuts were long and
straight. The lightning took his
clothes off quicker than he could have
undressed himself, and it threw them
in a pile on one side of the track, with
his shoes carefully deposited beside the
pile. The clothes seemed to have been
neatly folded until they were exam-- I
ined nnd found to be a pile of rags.
Hoffman's "pants" had been yanked off
him without the formality of pulling
them over his feet. This seemingly im-- !
possible task was accomplished by
the lightning first cutting each leg
open, and then it appeared to have tak
en them by the seat and dropped them
on the coat, and to finish the job by
depositing Mr. Hoffman's straw hat on
top of all. After it got through with
Hoffman this remarkable streak of
lightning ran along a metal track into
the (leiigarv mine, at the mouth of
which he had been working, ran to the
end of the shaft, which is four hundred
feet below the surface of the ground,
and then it ran along a "cross cut" two
hundred feet where it branched off nnd
for sixty feet followed a "winze."
There were several men at work at this
point.and all were more or lessstunned.
The bolt of lightning went into the
earth when it reached the end of the
"winze." Hoffman is now known in
Ituttc as "the human lightning rod."
1
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SHAVING

It

IN

JAMAICA.

Is Usually a Vory 1'rlmltlve
ing.

Proceed-

The natives of Jamaica have no need
to buy soap, for the woods abound in
plants whose leaves and bulbs supply
very well the place of that indispeusa- -

THK RAULK: WEDNESDAY,
RATS ON

ble article. Among the best of these;
is the soap tree, so called, though it is
moro a bush than a tree. Its botanical
name is Phalangium Ponicridianuin.
Its bulb, when rubbed on wet clothes,
makes a beautiful lather, which smells
much like the common brown soap.
The Jamaica negroes, some of whom
are great dandies in their way, make a
soap out of cocoanut oil nnd homemade lye; and a fine soap it is, smooth
anil fragrant. This cocoanut-oi- l
soap
is used for shaving.
When a man wishes to shave in the
morning he starts out with his
cup and his donkey-tai- l
brush
and a bottle. It is never any trouble
to find an empty bottle in Jamaica,
even in the mountains. At least twenty
generations of thirsty people have
lived there, and thrown away the
empty bottles.
The man carries no mirror, because
he has none to carry. Not one negro
cabin in a dozen has even a cheap
looking-glasHut nature provides the
mirror as well as the soap. The man
goes to a convenient pool in the moun
tain stream, where the water is still,
and there is his mirror. He breaks his
bottle on a stone and picks out a good
sharp piece. Then lie lathers his face
profusely and begins to scrape away
with his piece of glass, which works
almost as well as a sharp razor.
The men rarely cut themselves in the
operation. "At first," says a New York
Sun writer, "I trembled for them, but
afterward I tried the method myself,
and soon became.almostanexpertatit."
cocoa-nut-she-

n

old-tim-

ll

Ac-

Nikol-uievitc-

h

Tolstoi, the famous Russian
author, who, while in the army as a
f,
member of the staff of I'rince
was present at the storming
of Sebastopol in 18.15. Leaving the
army, and already a famous poet anil
novelist, he devoted himself to literature, and spent a short time i:i the
nost brilliant literary and inicial
Since hi:,
circles of .St. Petersburg.
marriage he has lived more cr l.v ; in
retirement, and during the l:ii'i::n
famines of lS'.it and lH'.i.' l.n :'.o Teat,
e (Torts on behalf of the p.': nut on
l:i
nnd in the vicinity of hí: e t :ie:
the latter year Count Tel:. t i
nil social standing and pn.'il."ri ; i'lili
rank, anil he now devotee mo: t of Ids
time and money t') goo.l work .. while
living as poorly a:, any i f the v:!:::n-try- .
lie insists that t'.i:' 1K.'I I
.'.ioaui
the Sermon on
is the only rule of Chri li:.:i 1!V. ::v.:
he ha:i expressly decline I t :'.v.:il
of any copyright iii hi ; w.irk ; or i:i
oüier
of them int
translations
Dr. John Charles Hvb,
languages.
hi. .hop of Liverpool, has written above
two hundred tracts on religions subjects, many of which have been translated and reprinted in French,
Italian,
Dutch, Portuguese,
P.nssian, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish,
liiadostanl, and Chinese, and it is said
t.iat he will take nolhing from the
p.iML.hers for them and will make no
Gorts-chakof-

ivsi-T.c,-

!

hiai-i'.cl-

Ger-r.ia-

HI riAMPAGE.
1

WITHOUT PAY.

Author Who Decline to
cept Money for Their Works.
This is true of Count Lyof

Well-Know-

27, 1895.

They Invnde n 1'iuiner'n I'reinlHes nnd
Mnk i' ii (Irciil lurbt.
e
The village of President, an
petroleum center, is in the Oil creek of
Pennsylvania.
There is where the
Karnses, once a famous family of oil
operators, had their home, and some of
them live there and thereabout yet.
One of these is Henry Karns. The
other day, early in the morning, he
heard his pig, which had reached the

s.

WORK

i

FFiHIiUARY

f

proper condition for killing, squealing
in such an agonizing way in the pen
that he knew something was wrong
Karns' lirst thought was
with it.
bear, for now and then, even at this
late date, bears venture from the distant woods to the sleepy towns in that
part of the valley and try their skill on
pigs and sheep. So Karns took' his gun
and hurried to the pig pen. Hut instead
of bears rats were the impudent invaders of the pigpen and hungry assailants of the pig.
The stye was simply alive with rats.
The pig was prostrate on the floor of
the pen, and literally covered with this
horde of rats, which were squealing,
fighting among themselves for vantage
ground on the fat porker, and gnashing and gnawing at the pig's flesh,
from his head to his rump. To fire his
gun into the swarming rats would be
the endangering of the pig, and thinking that a prompt and vigorous attack
on the rats would put them to flight, he
.dubbed his gun and began mauling
right and left with it. The pig had
plainly made a desperate light against
its assailants, for scores of rats lay
dead about the pen. The moment
Karns pitched into the rats those in the
,'üiter ranks turned on him. They came
Ilion in such force that he was unable to fight them ofr, and after t brief
attempt to hold his ground he turned
and fled. Hastening back to the house
he drew the buckshot from his gun and
loaded it with line shot. Returning to
the pen, he gave the great body of rats,
shooting along the side of .the pig so as
nut to injure it. the charge of both barrels. Many of them were swept down
before it, but their places were quickly
taken by others. Karns fired five times.
The rats that were left still held their
ground.
The shots had attracted the attention
of the neighbors, who ran to the place
to see what was going on. This arrival
of reinforcements alarmed the rats, and
the survivors retreated, scampering
away in all directions. The pig was
lead. The lle:;h had been stripped from
ii. clear to the bone in many places. Its
eyes had been plucked out, and its
heart half eaten in two. A
basketful of dead rats were taken from
the pen. Where the rodents came from
:;o suddenly in such great numbers is
not known. None of them has been
soen since.
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clerks by overhauling ineir boons and
examining their accounts. On one of
these occasions, says the Utica Observer,
one of the pressmen, a man who had
worked for the elder Hennett, and was
an excellent workman, though guilty
of an occasional lapse from sobriety,
had a bad black eye and was in a
quandary as to what excuse he should
offer if Mr. Hennett noticed it. Acting on a sudden inspiration he seized
an ink roller and rubbed a daub of ink
on the side of his face completely concealing the discoloration of the skin.
Presently Mr. Hennett came into the
press room, and with the superintendent, John Hays, went carefully through,
crilicising every detail, and looking
sharply at each employe. When about
to leave he turned suddenly, and,
pointing to the besmirched pressman,
he said:
"Mr. Hays, what is that man's name?''
The culprit quaked in his shoes until
Mr. Hennett said, slowly:
"I want you to give that man three
1'illars per week more wages; he is the
only man in the room who looks as if
he had been working.''
FnnimiH for IIh Cnnnei.

Tilghman's island, a part of Talbot
county, Md., and connected with the
mainland by a bridge, is famous in the
Chesapeake region for Its canoes. The
island is about three square miles in
area, and is densely populated by a
hardy race of eastern shore men, who
gain their living in the waters of the
bay. When ice or the laws of Maryland interfere with their ordinary pursuits, the Tilghman's islanders build
canoes, and do it admirably well. The
true Chesapeake canoe isstill a dugout.
Sometimes two or three logs are hollowed for the purpose and joined together. The result is a remarkably
stanch boat, good in all waters, and almost indestructible.
rounder of the .Inpiuiexe Nnvy.
The founder of the Japanese navy
was an Englishman named Will Adams,
who went to the eastern seas as a pilot
of a Dutch licet in bV.W, and was cast
away in Japan a couple of years later,
lie became a 'apáñese noble and constructor of the navy to the tycoon, but
was never allowed to return to England, lie died about twenty years afterward, very ingeniously leaving half
of his property to his wife and family
in England and the other half to his
wife and family in Japan. After his
death he was deified. A few years ago
his tomb and that of his Japanese wife
were discovered.

Thought It Would Keep.
Here is an anecdote about a young
woman who was making her first essay
at housekeeping. A friend had sent
her by mall a recipe for some new kind
of bread, giving her directions to take
of the dough at a
NOTHING LIKE PRINTER'S INK. a certain portion
time and make it into the requisite
This seemed exform for baking.
IIoiv It On re In lined .1 nines (inrdou lleuplicit enough, but what was the surlle! t to K;lMe it PresHiiüin'n Salnrv.
James Gordon Hennett is very erratic prise of the ft lend to receive a telein his movements, lie "drops in" upon gram from the young housekeeper to
this effect: "What shall I do with the
hia branch ollices in Paris or London
without any notice being sent of hi.: rest of the dough? Please answer."
- ,
t
,..,!.,. nnl .lli-l- ..
half-bush-
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Delegate to Congress
Anthony Joseph,
W. T. Thornton,
Governor
The fmt of American Newspapers,
Lotion Miller.
Secretary
Thomas Smith,
Chlef.Iustice
N. ('. Collier,
CHARLES A.DANA, Editor.
II. H. Hamilton,
N. II. Laughllii,
Associates
)
u. 11. Haul.,
L. W. Lenoir, Clerk Third Judicial District
Charles F. Easley.
Surveyor General
U.'S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon.
The American Constitution, the American
.1. H. llenimingway.
U.S. District Attorney
Edward L. Hall,
U.S. Marshal Idea, the American Spirit, These Hist, last,
11. W. Loomls.
Deputy U.S. Mnrshnl
J. W. 1'lemliig,
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
ud all the time, forever.
.1. II Walker. Santa Fe
Register Land Olllce
Pedro Delgado. Santa Kb Rec'v'r Land Olllce
.I0I111 D. Hryan. LasCruces
Keg'r Land Olllce Daily, by mail
$u a year
J. P. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Olllce
Richard Young, Roswell
Keg'r Land Olllce
$8 a year
W. (i, Cosgrove. Roswell,
Rec'v'r Land olllce Daily and Sunday, by mall
W. W. Royle. Clayton.
Keg'r Land Olllce
H. C. Pickels, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Olllce The Weekly
$1 u year
1
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J. P. Victory.
Solicitor General
T. PHILLIPS.
J. II. Crist. Santa Ke.
District attorney
S.
It.
Newcoinh,
LasCruces.
y PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
W. II. Whlteinaii. Alb'iiue,
Ollirx- at liulley's drug Store. Rooms
at A. II. Ilarllee.
City.
Silver
lr. Ilailey's residence.
II. M. Mnughertv. Soeorro.
is the greatest Sunday Newspaper
SILVER CITY
.
.
x. M L. ('. Kort. Las Venus.
John Franklin, Eddy,
Jose Segura.
Lllirarian
in the world.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
11. S. Clancy.
Clerk Supreme Court
) A. M.
r.. 11. iM'rgmann.Miperinl.cnilent fenitent lary
11. Silver City Chapter. No. 2. at Masonic
W. KnaelK'l.
Adjutant General Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
Mall. Regular convocations on lid Wednes- Geo.
Treasurer
day evening r each month. All companions Demetrio Perez.
Auditor
Invited to attend.
Address TUB SUN, New York.
E. Cosuhovk II. 1'. Amallo i na ve
of Schools
Supt.
Pmiiiy li. Lady. Sec'y.
s. Mart.
Coal Oil Inspector
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K. S.
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! (
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Open Sundays from to 11:40 a.m.. and one
hour after arrival of railway mall.
Money order department
dally except
Sundays from H. ,. ,
,,.',.
Mai closes for I'ort Hayard. Central,
r,
t.eorgetown and ait railroad points dally at II: 10 a. 111.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermedl-;;..:l..tsa. m Mondays. Wednesdays
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:1. p. m.
Mall arrives from the ens!, west and
south
dally at,4 I), m.
Mall arrives from Mo.'ollon and Intermediate points at. 7 11. m.. Wednesdays. Fridays
and Sundays.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 11:: a. in.
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